
Weekly Work Assignment - Term Three Week Three 

Homework Books:  

❖ Mental Maths Wk. 31 including daily problems. 

❖ Table Toppers - Divided by 11 pg. 52 Day 1-4 

❖ Read At Home: Wk. 27 Day 1-4 (pg. 105)  

❖ Continue reading every day ☺ 

Daily Diary: 

Continue with your daily diary, try your best to include some fancy adjectives! If you haven’t started a 

diary, there is no time like the present to begin!  

Subject Specific Tasks: 

Literacy  

This week we are going to continue to explore procedural writing. We are going to continue looking at 

recipes and adding more detail and description to our method.  

❖ Day One: Revision of procedural writing & my ideal meal activity.  
❖ Day Two: Re-ordering the steps in a recipe 

❖ Day Three: Drawing & Recording activity - Seesaw.   

❖ Day Four: Time to write - write your own pancake recipe. Don’t forget to include your bossy verbs and 

give each action a step of its own!   

Numeracy 

This week we are going to be exploring weight with a focus on grams and kilograms. All of the tasks and 

information is laid out for you in the weight PDF.  We have included some very hands on practical tasks for 

you to enjoy! 

❖ Day One: Key facts & Estimation challenge.  

❖ Day Two: Exploring the kilogram and using a weighing scales.  

❖ Day Three: Make a 1kg weight.  

❖ Day Four: Converting grams and kilograms. 

❖ Day Five:  Adding and subtracting weight. 

Gaeilge 

We are going to continue with some revision in Gaeilge and we’re going to look at ‘An Aimsir’.  

❖ Complete the ‘Léigh agus tarraing’ (read and draw) activity. Read the phrases and draw the picture in 

the box underneath. You do not need to print this page, you can copy the template and draw your own 

version. Don’t forget to send your teacher a photo of your work ☺  

❖ Continue to explore some of the lovely stories from https://padlet.com/maire8/fv5mg5v9m27j  

❖ If you get a chance have a little watch of Cúla4 ar Scoil on TG4, it is a school program covering 

elements of the primary curriculum with different themes each week. 

 

SESE - Geography 

This week are focusing on history and we will be working as historians. A historian is someone 

who studies history, they study the passage of time and the events that happen within that passage. This 

week we will be exploring The Normans, there are some very interesting videos about The Normans on 

YouTube - have a look ☺  

https://padlet.com/maire8/fv5mg5v9m27j
https://kids.kiddle.co/Research
https://kids.kiddle.co/History


❖ Topic One: Who were the Normans and when did they come to Ireland? (Name Activity)  

❖ Topic Two: Where did the Normans live? Exploring Motte and Bailey and Stone Castles (videos and  

link to art activity) 

❖ Topic Three: Exploring the diary of Aveline Fitzgerald (writing a diary entry activity) 

Art  

❖ Follow the step by step castle drawing guide - once you have the castle drawn add whatever details 

you’d like to make it your dream castle.  

❖ Complete one of the ‘If it’s not a’ drawing activities - think outside the box. What else could it be? ☺ 

Music 

❖ Explore some of the Horrible History songs on YouTube about the Normans!  

❖ Play a game of musical hide and seek with someone in your house. You’ll find more information on the 

game and lots of other musical games on https://www.momjunction.com/articles/music-games-

activities-for-kids_00387016/ 

PE 

❖ Go on a walk (within your 5km of course!) and take a photo of 3 animals/insects, 2 things that make you 

happy and 1 item that can be used in the #WhereInWaterford challenge - if you send a photo of an 

item in your locality, your teacher will try and identify where it is! 

❖ Complete a couple of the ‘Zumba with Dovydas’ on YouTube!  

 

SPHE - Social Personal Health Education 

❖ Continue doing your ‘check ins’ with yourself and then with a family member.  

❖ Send your teacher an email during the week to let them know what you’ve been up to or even just to 

say hello! If you want to send us some photos we can share them on the school website! 

❖ Explore the Weaving Wellbeing booklet and choose another activity to do during the week. You do not 

need to print this activity booklet - you can do them on a page or in a copy.  

 

Don’t forget to share some examples of your work with me during the week - try and choose one item from 

every subject area! Keep working really hard and keep up the communication, the engagement has been 

fantastic so far!  

Have a great week girls, I am really looking forward to hearing from you very soon! 

 

Stay safe, 

Mrs O’ Dwyer 

presentationmrsodwyer@gmail.com 
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